**Material:** A set of difference cards. There is set of small shapes and a set of large shapes. At first use either the small or large size. Examples:

The first set of two cards below has only one difference, pattern and the second set has only one difference, number:
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The three cards below have a single difference, shape:
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**Players:** Group of two to four

**Rules:** The object of this game is to find pairs or groups of cards that have only one difference: shape, number, or pattern. Start by using only one set of cards (the large or the small shapes).

Place the cards face down. Each player takes a turn uncovering 2 cards at a time. If the player finds a pair of cards that has only one difference, the player keeps them and the next player takes a turn. If the player does not find a pair, the cards are turned face down again and the next player takes a turn. Play continues until all the pairs have been found.

**Variation:** When the game with one deck becomes too easy, combine the two sets to add a fourth difference, size.